
My name is Rozi, I finished the NatSci Tripos last year and now I’m working towards

my PhD in Nanotechnology. I’m a member of Trinity College, a number of scientific

societies and I was amongst the founders of the current Hungarian Society.

Being an experimental scientist for five years means that I’m highly efficient even

under pressure and do not give up easily. Also, I enjoy trying new things and seeing

how my ideas turn out – this is why I’m applying for the post.

Rozi vofely — Events

I feel that while the previous committees have done an astonishing job, the Society has not

yet reached its full potential. As the Event Officer, I aim to target three groups:

1. To the Hungarian members of the University, I will offer lots of opportunities to chill:

• pub nights/clubbing

• board game nights

• regular meetings to discuss and debate news from Hungary

• outdoor activities: walking, cycling around Cambridge; punting

I will always be interested to hear what you’d enjoy doing!

2. I want to make the Society more accessible for non-Hungarians. I often receive the same

complaint from my friends: that Hungarian gatherings sound really fun but, sadly,

everyone speaks Hungarian only… To fight this, I will:

• ensure that CUHS is present at Fresher’s Fair, the Food Fair and the Vodka Party

just like in the years before

• try to increase the number of swaps with other societies and make sure there is

always an afterparty

• invite the members to cook a Hungarian dinner together every fortnight and bring

at least one non-Hungarian-speaking guest

• organise 1-2 film nights every term

• repeat successful events such as the wine tasting and the dance night

3. In Hungary we have a great tradition of taking care of freshers: as a regular participant

and one-time organiser of ELTE Physics freshers’ camp, I promise:

• to organise a freshers’ camp in September, when freshers have too much time, in

the form of a hiking trip, either in Hungary or in the surrounding countries

• to maintain the family system and the 2-year-long tradition of having a freshers’

initiation party
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